The paper describes one way to approach the multidisciplinary task of optimizing a tiltrotor wing structure which is equipped with an active flutter suppression system. Objective function is a productivity index, as a measure for aircraft cost-effectiveness. Short digress is held on the characteristics of the tiltrotor's dynamic system and its aeroelastic behavior. Contributing analyses (CA's) for calculating aircraft performance, modeling the dynamic system, and designing an active flutter suppression control system are selected. Multilevel and non-hierarchic decomposition techniques are discussed. A file structure for handling data transfer between the CA's and the optimizer is presented. Preliminary results are shown which highlight some peculiarities of this optimization problem.
In the past decade, increasing airport congestion led to reconsideration of vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) configurations for civilian applications. Both in the United States and Europe the tiltrotor (TR) aircraft has received special attention in this context. Considering performance and handling qualities, the aircraft promises to perform similar to a helicopter in hover and low speed forward flight, and close to a turboprop aircraft in cruise.
Additionally, the demonstrator aircraft, XV-15, has proven to be very successful in extensive flight testing, and the larger and more advanced V-22 may be approaching series production. Conversion from helicopter to aircraft mode can be performed in a comparably large range of speeds (wide conversion corridor) and does not cause stability problems. Thus, tiltrotor technology can be considered well proven and safe.
One important aspect in the design of tiltrotor (TR) wings is aeroelastic considerations. In high speed forward flight destabilizing aerodynamic forces on the rotor can lead to a low frequency instability called whirl flutter. The rotor performs a whirling motion which excites both elastic airframe and rigid body modes 1 . To date, research in this area has been concerned with increasing whirl flutter speed by rotor and wing design 2, 3 (in general by stiffening of the wing, causing a weight penalty), or by implementation of an active control flutter suppression system for a given configuration [4] [5] [6] [7] . In the light of future commercial applications, extensions of this work in two directions are desirable.
First, productivity and cost effectiveness are much more important than sheer speed in the civilian market. Hence, the aircraft should be optimized for maximizing the productivity index, PI,
Empty Weight Woe + Fuel Weight Wf (as an indicator for cost effectiveness), thus including favorable effects of increased cruise speed, and drawbacks by the associated rise in structural weight and fuel required.
Second, investigations of fixed-wing flutter suppression systems have indicated that integrated optimization of wing structural configuration and flutter suppression control law yields higher flutter speeds than those obtained from independent optimizations, e.g. a control law optimization for an 'optimized' wing structure 8 . Therefore, wing structure and control system should be optimized simultaneously in order to prevent suboptimal results.
The present approach attempts to cover these two aspects by using multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) techniques. The overall objective can be described as follows:
"Vary a set of design variables describing the structure of a composite tiltrotor wing such that for a specified mission the productivity index PI is maximized. Three major analysis components can be identified as necessary for this task: (1) A performance analysis supplying data needed for calculation of the productivityrelated objective function; (2) a "plant model" of the aircraft containing structural analysis of the wing, coupling of the wing with fuselage and rotor dynamics, as well as wing unsteady aerodynamics; and (3) a control algorithm calculating the feedback gains required to meet the objectives. Obviously, this optimization problem does not represent a full scale optimization for maximum productivity; in order to simplify the problem, only a restricted set of design variables will be used. More specifically, it will be attempted to determine a wing structure and cruise speed maximizing the productivity index of a EUROFAR-type 30 PAX TR configuration on a representative 2 x 300nm radius mission 9 , see Fig. 1 (EUROFAR = EUROpean Future Advanced Rotorcraft). A more detailed description of the optimization problem and the analysis modules required is presented in the following section.
Contributing Analyses (CA's)
Considerable time was spent on definition of the exact tasks and selection of analyses, algorithms, and off-theshelve computer codes for each of the three blocks mentioned above. The following paragraphs highlight a few of the considerations involved in the decision process.
Performance
Two tasks can be defined as part of the performance analysis: (1) calculation of the actual weight of the wing as a function of design variables describing the outer shape of the wing (in the following called "planform") and its internal layout, in order to get the actual empty weight of the aircraft; (2) mission analysis to yield fuel weight required and block speed (payload fixed).
Wing Weight Calculation, WWT Determination of the wing weight by the module WWT is a straightforward process: first the weight of the loadcarrying wing parts as described by design variables is calculated, then weights for flaps, actuators, etc. are added using regression formulas. This total wing weight W w is then used to find the actual empty weight of the aircraft, which is an input to the mission analysis.
Mission Analysis, VASCOMP Here, the fuel weight required to perform a representative EUROFAR-mission 9 (Figure 2) is calculated, and it is checked if the aircraft power available (EUROFARbaseline 10 ) is sufficient to hover out of ground effect (HOGE) at 500m ISA +10°, with full mission fuel and payload (equivalent to design gross weight). A ready-to-use tool for this problem is VASCOMP 11 , the latest release even includes a model for a variable-diameter tiltrotor (VDTR). However, data input is cumbersome, and the program's flexibility might increase computational effort unnecessarily. For these reasons, a "hard-wired" mission analysis, tailored to this specific application, is in preparation. The decision wether or not to use this code will be made after comparisons of accuracy and CPU time with VASCOMP.
Aircraft Plant Model
This module will supply information about the dynamic properties of the aircraft and its structural integrity in selected static load cases. No single computational tool for this objective is available, so that it is broken down in four subtasks:
Wing Modeling, ELAPS In contrast to other approaches to aeroelastic modeling, a finite-element code was not considered to be appropriate for this research, due to the large amounts of computer time required, and size of the programs. Instead, an equivalent plate model of the wing was chosen, since it represents a reasonable compromise of accuracy and computational effort 12 . The associated program ELAPS 13 , which has proven its applicability to tailoring of composite wings, performs a modal analysis of the wing's dynamics. A supplement to this code checks structural integrity in a 2.0g jump-take-off condition, which in comparative studies showed to be the severest static load condition.
Unsteady Aerodynamics, DLM Previous research on tiltrotor aeroelasticity utilized quasi-steady theory to model the aerodynamic forces on the oscillating wing 2, 4-7 . However, analysis of van Aken's results 6 indicates that the reduced frequencies occurring in the flutter case (up to k=0.17) do not allow such a simplification. This fact is even more important if swept, anisotropic wings are considered, since in this case pure fixed wing flutter might be encountered (usually, a coupled rotor-wing instability dominated by proprotor whirl flutter would be expected to occur first). Hence, a truly unsteady aerodynamics model is required. A doublet-lattice code is preferred vs. a lifting line method since modeling of the influence of oscillating control surfaces is more straightforward. The program will calculate the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrices with the wing modes as system states (modal AIC = modal aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix) for dive speed 1.15 v D .
Padé Approximation of Unsteady Aerodynamics, PADE The modal AIC is in fact a function of reduced frequency, or for non-harmonic motion, of the Laplacevariable s; in order to allow an eigenvalue analysis of coupled aeroelastic systems, and to enable utilization of state-space control system design methods, the functional dependency of these matrices from s is approximated by a Padé-expansion AIC(s) = A0 + A1 cs 2U + A2 cs 2U Rotor Dynamic Model and Coupling of Dynamic Subsystems, PASTA The procedure described so far is equivalent to that for pure fixed wing aeroservoelastic analysis. Peculiar to the TR is the coupling with the complex dynamic system of a propeller / rotor (proprotor) at the wing tips. Several programs modeling this coupled system are available 1, 2, 14-16 . In the rotorcraft community, CAMRAD 15, 16 (and the improved version CAMRAD/JA) is widely accepted as a reference for rotor modeling, offers a TR model as an option, and has already been used for TR aeroelastic analysis 6, 7 . However, CAMRAD is also known for somewhat complicated data input, and its comprehensiveness was considered a drawback within an optimization framework. Instead, the Proprotor Aeroelastic STability Analysis PASTA 1 was chosen as a baseline for a program tailored to the specific requirements of this optimization task. PASTA already utilizes input of modal wing data, but addition of rotor controls, inclusion of wing unsteady aerodynamics, and incorporation a rigid body model capable of modeling short period longitudinal dynamics * require modifications. These modifications should not present a problem though, since the FORTRAN source code is available and the theory behind the code is described in detail in Kvaternik's PhD Dissertation 1 . Furthermore, the source code can be extended to accommodate conversion of the coupled rotor-airframeaerodynamics system ** M s 2 which is handed down to the controls system design CA.
Control System Design, CSD
Goal of this CA is to design a constant gain feedback controller which allows an optimum of stability, minimal rms gust response, and robustness with respect to the * Whirl flutter includes low frequency modes, which may couple into flight mechanic degrees of freedom, especially the short period oscillation. ** The damping matrix [C] and the stiffness matrix [K] are only a function of dynamic pressure q for rotor states and controls, indicating quasi-steady aerodynamics.
aircraft's flight condition. Three different approaches to designing such a flutter suppression controller were identified in a literature research: Eigenspace techniques 17 , the Aerodynamic Energy Concept 18 , and Linear Quadratic Gaussian Theory e.g. 19 . Eigenspace techniques require specification of desired system pole locations in the complex plane; but pole placement in the light of robustness and minimal gust response requires a very good knowledge of the plant, and the plant characteristics might change significantly during the optimization. Controllers designed using the Aerodynamic Energy Concept and LQG theory have been compared in wind tunnel tests and showed comparable performance and robustness with respect to velocity 20 . If control effort is considered, LQG theory provides readily the information required since a quadratic measure of control system activity u, weighted by the matrix R, is already part of the cost function
and is therefore preferable. However, in reduced -state LQG design more than half of the effort is to find a robust Kalman Filter which reconstructs all system states while approximating the stability margins provided by a full-state Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR). In the optimization framework it appears to be more appropriate to assume that this filter design can be accomplished, and to reduce the problem to LQR design. In this case, stability would be guaranteed (under the premise of detectability and stabilizability), and gust response and control system activity could be minimized by varying the ratios of elements in the Q matrix to those in the R matrix. This method requires a priori knowledge of some plant characteristics ("roundness" of the plant) in order to choose the appropriate size of elements within the R and Q matrix. A second approach is to simply chose certain feedback channels and to optimize the gains in these channels. Insight to the most effective feedback channels is provided by the work of Frick and Johnson 4 . Both approaches are being considered, the second one mainly because of its simplicity.
3. CA Data Transfer Structure and Sensitivity Analysis Table 1 provides an overview of the data transfer between the different CA's. The terminology is chosen to be similar to that used by Sobieszczanski-Sobieski 21 : Each CA receives input data from the optimizer (design variables X), other CA's (behavior variables Y), and from a configuration data base (constants K). Fig. 2 sketches how data will be transferred between the CA's and the optimizer (CONMIN 22 ) without utilization of a data base code:
At the beginning of an optimization, a preprocessor (PPK) reads data, which are not to be changed during the optimization (vector K), from a database file (CONFIG.DAT), and writes them in the proper format in CA input files (CAi_IN). After each step of the optimizer, the new design variables X, contained in the optimizer output file (OPT_OUT), are distributed in the CA input files by another preprocessor (PPX). Finally, before a certain CAi is started, a preprocessor specific to that CA (PPYi) transfers the remaining data (behavior variables Y) from output files of other CA's (CAj_OUT, CAk_OUT) into the input file. This process is controlled by an operating system batch file. Goal of the procedure is to reduce the number of read-write processes.
In Fig. 3 , the connections between the CA's (i.e. the exchange of behavior variables, as described in the preceding section and summarized in Table 1 ) are displayed in an Nsquare diagram, which allows analysis of hierarchies amongst the CA's. Top-down data transfer (feed forward) is indicated by connections above and right of the main diagonal, and it becomes apparent that no iteration will be necessary, since there are no feedback links under the main diagonal. This feature can be mainly attributed to simplifications in the analysis, e.g. the neglect of actuator weight change as a function of control system activity, which would feed back into the aircraft plant model. In this approach however the actuators are assumed to be given (configuration fixed), so that actuator weight is not a behavior variable. This assumption also appears to be a very practical one, since the question could be asked as to how good stabilization and gust alleviation can be performed with a certain set of baseline actuators.
The most important feature of the Nsquare Diagram however is to indicate a hierarchy amongst the CA's. Fig. 3 represents already a "processed" version of an Nsquare diagram, since the CA's have been placed on the diagonal according to their position in the hierarchy, with the highest (1) The simplest approach is obviously to consider all seven CA's as one analysis, and to wrap a finite-differencing scheme around them to obtain sensitivities of objective function (PI) and constraints with respect to the design variables. This procedure is very inefficient in the best case, and leads to suboptimal results in the worst case 23 .
(2) The next step in structural complication of the sensitivity calculation is represented by non-hierarchic decomposition: local sensitivities of CA outputs with respect to CA inputs are obtained either by finite differencing or (semi-) analytic methods (theory available, e.g. for aerodynamics 24 and LQG controller design 25 ); the global sensitivities (total derivatives of CA outputs with respect to design variables) are then calculated by solution of the Global Sensitivity Equation GSE 21 for determining objective function and constraint sensitivities. Fig. 4 shows this GSE formulation on the basis of sensitivities of individual CA's (GSE2 according to SobieszczanskiSobieski 21 ) for the specific application described. A change in the problem structure by adding feed-forward or feedback links between the CA's could be handled without major changes in the GSE, since only the zero-elements in question in the matrix of local sensitivities needed to be replaced by the appropriate derivatives. However, the flexibility of this approach is directly linked with the fact that all local sensitivities enter the GSE. Considering that each element in the matrix of Fig. 4 is a matrix itself, computational cost involved for solution of this GSE becomes a concern.
(3) An improvement is possible by using the hierarchic order displayed in the Nsquare diagram, Fig. 3 , andperforming multilevel optimization. In this case, S dY / dXk = ∂Y / ∂Xk
Fig. 4: Global Sensitivity Equation (GSE2)
different objective functions are assigned to blocks of CA's (or only single CA's) -of course, at the uppermost level, this being the overall objective function. According to the sensitivity of the block objective function to the design variables, subsets of design variables are assigned to different blocks. Then, this subset of design variables is perturbed in order to optimize the block objective function, where behavior variables handed down from blocks in higher levels are considered as constants 26 . Fig. 3 displays clearly that the present system could be decomposed in seven levels, but this attempt would be ill -fated for several reasons: (a) designation of design variables becomes somewhat subjective -only assignment of feedback gains to CSD and cruise speed to VASCOMP is straightforward; the remaining few variables, which describe the wing, must be distributed on the other five CA's); (b) the computational cost involved in seven optimizer runs per optimization step might not be worth the effort; (c) even if it would pay off in computational effort per optimizer step, it can be expected that the overall convergence rate will suffer, since the sublevel optimizations will force the search at least initially in a wrong direction; and most important: (d) What should the seven objective functions be? (4) A good compromise between the extremes described in the two paragraphs above is to combine WWT and VASCOMP in a performance block PER, ELAPS, DLM, PADE, and PASTA in an aircraft plant model block ACP, and leave CSD as a single block (see Fig. 3 ). In PER, wing design variables describing the outer shape (like sweep and relative thickness) are perturbed to obtain a maximum in PI.
Within ACP, safety margins in 2.0g jump-take-off, 10g landing, and 3.5g pull-up conditions are maximized (by varying ply thickness, ply orientation, and spar cap thickness). Finally, CSD provides a stabilizing feedback controller which minimizes rms gust response, where feedback gains (or the Q and R weighting matrices in the case of the LQR design) are design variables. Within PER and ACP, the GSE2 is used to determine sensitivities. Concerns about the effect of the choice of objective functions in each analysis block on convergence rate remain for this variant.
(5) These problems can be effectively encountered by applying methods related to Concurrent Subspace Optimization (CSSO) 27 : Instead of optimizing for a different objective function in each analysis block (or subspace), maximization of PI (or minimization of constraint violation) is the goal in all subspaces. Constraints from all subspaces are considered in each subspace optimization (SSO). A set of coefficients in the constraints define the "responsibility" of one subspace to reduce violation of certain constraints, acceptability of constraint violation in this subspace, when it is possible to compensate in another ("trade-off"), and "switching" between these two options. Aside from the optimization of "physical" design variables in the SSO's, these coefficients are to be determined in a separate optimization problem. Obviously, this approach has advantages concerning convergence per optimization step, but it also adds complexity and computational intensity involved in each step. (Note that in this specific application utilization of the Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (KS) function to represent multiple constraints within each SSO in a single cumulative constraint measure 28 is only necessary in CSD, where optimization for minimum rms system and controls gust response is replaced by a constraint on these values. Thus, in CSD stability and gust response are combined in a KS function, whereas in ACP only minimum safety margin, and in PER power required qualify as constraints. Furthermore, the SSO in CSD is only concerned with minimization of constraint violation, since the feedback gains -design variables in this SSO -have no direct influence on the value of PI.)
It was decided that both options (3) and (4) represent a reasonable compromise of complexity and convergence speed. Comparison of these two approaches will lead to a final decision.
Preliminary Trend Studies
In order to obtain some a priori information about sensitivity trends in TR wing optimization, two simplified system optimizations were performed. Both studies have the following features in common:
-Powell -type, unconstrained optimization algorithm; therefore no calculation of sensitivities within the optimization -exponential penalization of constraint violation -no wing aerodynamics -wing represented by a rectangular composite anisotropic wing box 29 , wing mass neglected with respect to nacelle mass in calculation of wing modes -reduced number of internal wing structure design variables (Fig. 5) , wing box thickness fixed -no in-plane rotor degrees of freedom -no aircraft rigid body degrees of freedom -no control system Loewer 30 analyzed optimization for maximum PI with a rudimentary performance model. It was assumed that in the baseline case the aircraft would fly with minimum drag at 335kts. Additional speed increases the zero lift drag coefficient due to compressibility influences, which can be reduced by variation of wing sweep. Fig. 6 to 11 are results of an optimization run in which PI was increased by about 40% of the baseline value to 86.14 kts. Investigation of these plots leads to the following conclusions: -The performance model is too simple: The "Power Factor" curves in Fig. 6 and 7 (ratio of power required to power available) are neartly identical, despite a wing box weight reduction by more than 53% (or about 750 lbs) to 666 lbs. Deviations in wing sweep from the baseline value of 0° are prevented through increase of wing weight. Increased speed is severly penalized by drag rise, so that the optimized cruise speed deviates hardly from the starting value, but a tendency to a higher cruise speed can be detected (337.14 kts vs. 335 kts). All three observations support the impression that the optimization reduces to wing weight minimization as a result of the simplified drag model. It is expected that optimization with an improved performance model will result in higher cruise speed. 
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-Proprotor whirl is a severe constraint: Fig. 7 indicates that the optimized configuration cruises close to flutter speed (no safety margins were considered in this case). Feasible values for t B , t C , τ B , and τ C are limited by the stability constraint ( Fig. 8 to 11 ).
-Both structural integrity and stability constraints are active in the optimum: For the optimal value of t B = 0.0352 ft, Fig. 8 shows strains in the 2.0g jump-takeoff condition closing in on admissable values ("Strain Ratio" = 0.99) and damping approaching 0% critical.
-The least damped mode changes character close to the optimum: Fig. 8 and 9 display a peak in the damping curve close to the optimal values. Analysis of eigenvectors reveals that left of the peak the critical mode is dominated by wing torsion, with a contribution of the progressing rotor flap mode, whereas to the right of the peak wing beamwise bending is being excited by regressing rotor flapping. Wing chordwise bending is small in both cases. -Elastic bending -torsion couplings in the wing are important factors for proprotor stability, and fixed wing aeroelastic stability must be considered: τ B and τ C do not effect PI, but they have significant influence on system damping ( Fig. 10 and 11 ). Remaining stability margins are not exploited, because speed increase is prevented by the dominating drag penalty. Damping alone is maximized by τ C = 0.5, which means that +45° and -45° layers have equal thickness in the vertical wing box walls. τ B maximizes damping for values of less than 0.5, which corresponds to plunge up -pitch down coupling in the wing structure. This result is important in that these kinematics decrease fixed wing flutter speed. In other words, a trade-off between rotor whirl and fixed wing flutter cases appears necessary so that inclusion of fixed wing unsteady aerodynamics becomes mandatory.
Fig. 14: Structural Constraint History
Due to the deficiencies in the performance model, another study was aimed at pure wing weight minimization (cruise speed held constant), with a stronger focus on static load cases: 2.0g jump-take-off, 10g landing, and 3.5g pullup were modeled. Objective function and constraint histories are shown in Fig. 12 to 14 (in accordance with common practice, negative values of constraints indicate a feasible configuration; wing weight in Fig. 12 is normalized by the first feasible, i.e. unpenalized value, which occurs at the ninth function evaluation). Again, both the stability and structural integrity constraint are active. This finding is not as straightforward as it might seem, since preliminary design studies seemed to indicate that the 2.0g jump-take-off condition leads to an excessively stiff wing which would prevent whirl flutter. In fact, all data points in Fig. 14 are associated with this condition, the other conditions caused much smaller strains. For future investigations, means to reduce these loads should be analyzed; for example, a strut can reduce root bending moments during take-off, but is also subject to buckling in the landing condition, and increases airframe drag.
Concluding Remarks
The preliminary results clearly indicate the necessity for an improved performance model and support the requirement of consistent multidisciplinary modeling. Next step in this research is therefore to replace the present analysis, and to arrange the exsisting codes in the three-block structure of Fig. 3 . Stepwise replacement of the other programs with more sophisticated codes and embedded sensitivity investigations will lead to a reliable overall analysis.
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